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Rule-Based Monetary Policy under Central Bank
Learning
Kosuke Aoki, LondonSchoolof Economicsand CEPR
Kalin Nikolov, Bankof England

1. Introduction
In this paper, we evaluate the performanceof a number of monetary
policy rules when the centralbank's knowledge about model parameters is imperfectbut improves throughlearning.The recentliterature
on monetarypolicy has emphasizedthe role and importanceof the systematiccomponentof monetarypolicy.1The literaturehas shown that,
by committing to conduct monetary policy in a systematic way, the
centralbank can stabilizeinflationand the output gap more efficiently
than would otherwise be the case. The advantage of rule-basedpolicy
stems from the fact thatby committingthe centralbank can internalize
the effect of its predictablepolicy on private sectorexpectations.
However,the usefulnessof rule-basedpolicies is sometimescriticized
froma practicalpoint of view, because optimal rules in generaldepend
on the structureof the economy,such as the slope of the Phillipscurve,
which in practiceis not known with certainty.In the face of this uncertainty,a centralbank is continuouslylearningabout the structureof the
economy.As a consequence,its best estimatesof key model parameters
may change.In light of these issues, the question of how to thinkabout
policy rules under centralbank learningis a key areaof research.
In this paper,we use three popular monetarypolicy rules that perform well in rational expectations models and evaluate their performance in an environmentin which the centralbank is learning about
the structuralparametersof the economy.We argue that rules that perform well under learningshould be adopted.
Weexaminethe policy problemof a boundedly rationalcentralbank
thatlearnsthe structuralparametersof a simple New Keynesianmodel.
Following Sargent(1999)we assume "anticipatedutility"behavior of
the central bank. More specifically,we assume that both the central
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bank and private agents learn about the slopes of the IS and Phillips
curve by recursive least squares2and adjust expectations and policy
in the light of the most recent parameterestimates. The three policy
rules we evaluate are (1) the optimal non-inertialrule, (2) the optimal
history-dependentrule and (3) the optimal price level targetingrule.3
In our basic model, under rational expectations and perfect knowledge about model parameters,the last two rules are optimal from a
"timeless"perspective,in the sense defined by Woodford(1999a)and
Svenssonand Woodford(2004).Theserulesinvolve historydependence
because they optimally internalizethe effects of the predictablepart of
policy on private expectations formation.Both of these rules deliver
the optimal equilibrium,although they introducehistory dependence
in differentways.
However, when we test the performanceof these policies under
learning we find that imperfectknowledge about the structureof the
economy adversely affectsthe performanceof certainpolicy rules that
deliver good economic outcomes in a world of perfectknowledge. The
papershows thatimpreciseparameterestimateslead to policy mistakes
that affect the performance of some history-dependent rules much
more than others.In particular,the performanceof the optimalhistorydependent rule deterioratessubstantially.In contrast,the optimalprice
level targetingrule maintainsthe benefit of history dependence without generating undesirable feedback from past policy mistakes that
worsens the performanceof the optimalhistory-dependentrule.
We also draw some insights from the literatureon feedback control. We argue that the optimal price level targetingrule performsbest
because it has elements of integralcontrol,in the sense that the policy
reactsto the integralof past deviationsof inflationfromits targetvalue.
Integralcontrol terms can reduce the propagationof policy mistakes
in two ways. First,when mistakes are persistent (due to, for example,
persistent mismeasurementof the natural interest rate), the integral
termscan reducethe impacteffectsof the policy errors.Second,history
dependencein optimalpolicy rules generateendogenous persistencein
equilibriumdynamics that is independent of persistencein exogenous
disturbances,as emphasized in Woodford (1999b).This endogenous
persistencemay work as a propagationmechanismof policy mistakes
for certainpolicy rules. Policy rules that have elements of integralcontrol termscan reduce this endogenous propagation.
Thepaperis organizedas follows. The second sectionreviews related
literature.The third section presents the model of the economy and
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the problem of optimal monetary policy, and discusses least squares
learning and candidatepolicy rules. The fourth section presents some
numericalexamples to evaluate the policy rules, and give intuitionfor
our results. The fifth section extends the basic model in two ways; it
includes an interestratevariabilitytermin the centralbank'sloss function;and then considersa Phillipscurve with inflationinertia.The sixth
section concludes.
2.

Related Literature

We draw insights from three kinds of related literature:optimal monetary policy rules, adaptive learning, and feedback control. In the literatureon optimalmonetarypolicy,Giannoniand Woodford(2002a,b)
develop a method to derive optimal monetarypolicy rules that implement the optimal equilibriumin the New Keynesianframework.This
approachtakestwo steps. First,one characterizesan optimalallocation.
Thenone looks for a policy rule thatimplementsthe optimalallocation.
In general, there are several optimal rules that implement the optimal
equilibriumunder rational expectations. In other words, those rules
performequally well. However, we show that this equivalencebreaks
down when the bank'smodel is not perfect.
Following the literatureon adaptive learning, we borrow an idea
that stability or robustness under learning can be used as a selection criterionwhen there are multiple equilibriaor multiple ways of
implementing policy. The literature on adaptive learning grew
rapidly in the 1990s, following the seminal paper by Marcet and
Sargent(1989).The literature,which is thoroughly covered by Evans
and Honkapohja (2001), explores the consequences of expectations formation by boundedly rational agents. Rational expectations
equilibriathatareasymptoticallyreachedby boundedly rationalagents
are known to be "stableunder learning"or "E-stable."The criterion
of stability under learning therefore narrows the class of plausible
outcomes. Bullard and Mitra (2002) and Evans and Honkapohja
(2003)use E-stabilityas a selection criterionfor good monetarypolicy
rules in the New Keynesianframework.Evans and Honkapohja(2003)
consider several optimal policy rules, and show that a central bank
that directly responds to private expectations can achieve a determinate and E-stableequilibrium.By contrast,an instrumentrule defined
in terms of the underlyingeconomic shocks cannotachieve a learnable
equilibrium.
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In this paper,we focus on the welfareevaluationof alternativepolicy
rules under learning,ratherthan long-runE-stabilityof rationalexpectationsequilibria.Weshow thatthe rulesthatareequivalentunderrational expectationsequilibriumgenerate very different outcomes under
learning,and we order the rules accordingto how well they perform
under learning.A rule thatworks well only under rationalexpectations
is less interestingand useful than one that also works well under learning. Our paper can be interpretedas providing a selection criterionfor
narrowingdown the optimal class of policy rules by insisting on a certain kind of robustnessto implementationerrorsunder learning.
Finally,in orderto explainwhy some rules are more robustthan others, we relate our result to the literatureon feedbackcontrol.One can
usually express a rule in various forms:proportional,derivative, and
integralforms.Proportionalformdepends on the level of goal variables,
derivative form on the differencein goal variables and integral form
on sums of the goal variables.In the context of monetarypolicy,when
inflationis one of centralbank's goal variables,a policy rule responding to inflation deviation from its target representsproportionalfeedback, while responding to price level representsintegral feedback.As
is shown in Franklinet al. (2002),integralcontrolelements improvethe
performanceof feedback rules when, for example, there are errorsin
estimatingthe steady state of the system. Phillips (1954)offersan early
economic applicationusing a simple dynamic model. In our paper, a
rule involving integral term performs better because it reverses past
policy mistakes.
3. Model
3.1 StructuralEquations
The model is a simple variantof the dynamic sticky price models that
have often been used in the recent researchon monetary policy. The
structureof the economy is describedby a log-linearizedPhillipscurve
and an expectationalIS curve (Kerrand King 1996, Woodford 1996,
Claridaet al. 1999and McCallumand Nelson 1999).
The expectationalIS equationis given by

yt=EtyM-<*t-z>*tJ+$t- <r>°

(i)

where yt,nt,itare,respectively,time t output, inflation,and the nominal
interestrate.4The parametercrcanbe interpretedas the inverse of the
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intertemporalelasticity of substitution of expenditure,and the exogenous disturbance^represents a demand shock.
The aggregate supply equation is representedby an expectational
Phillipscurve of the form
+ ut,
Kt= K{yryn) + pEtKM

*> o,

0< /?< 1

(2)

where y"is an exogenous supply shock at time t. It representsthe natural level of output, which would be the equilibriumlevel of output if
prices were fully flexible. The exogenous disturbanceutis a cost-push
shock.5This Phillipscurve can be derived froma log-linearapproximation to the first-orderconditionfor the optimalprice-settingdecision of
a firmin Calvo (1983)'sstaggeredprice-settingmodel. The parameterk
is a functionof the speed of price adjustment,and P can be interpreted
as the discountfactorof price-setters.The expectationoperatorEtis discussed in detail in Section3.4.
3.2 Least SquaresLearningabout StructuralParameters
Next we discuss learning.We assume that the centralbank estimates
the parametersof its econometricmodel. Following the literatureon
adaptive learning, we assume that the central bank updates those
parametersby recursiveleast squaresestimation.In our frameworkthe
centralbank updates the parametersof the model using recursiveleast
squares and take them as the true values. It believes that the parameter estimateswill remainunchanged in future and does not take into
account the fact that it is likely to revise them subsequently.Sargent
(1999)shows that this behavioris interpretedas what Kreps(1998)calls
an anticipatedutility model. This is a deviation from full rationality,
because the bank does not take account of the effects of their current
decisions on future learning,and they ignore period-by-periodmodel
misspecification.
We also assume symmetricinformationbetween the private agents
and the centralbank. This implies that the private agents use the same
econometricmodel to make projectionsabout future inflation,output,
and the policy rate. This implies that the projectionsabout the future
evolution of the economy are identicalbetween the private agents and
the centralbank. Combined with the anticipatedutility behavior,this
implies that the private agents expect that the bank's commitment
to a policy rule based on the current knowledge of the economy is
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credible and time-invariant over time. The assumption of symmetric
information is not essential to our results reported below, but it simplifies our analysis. If the private agents were fully rational and had perfect knowledge of the economy, they should be able to predict that the
bank will eventually adjust its policy when it learns more. This would
imply that the private agents no longer expect the bank would follow
its current policy rule for indefinite future. Our assumption rules out
this possibility.6
We assume that the central bank's econometric model is given by

yt = EtyM-o(t)[it-Etxt+l]+g°t + evt
"
*>= *(') 0/, VD + PZt*»i+ K + «„

(3)
W

where each variableis explainedbelow. Here we assume that the bank
and privateagents do not know the true value of /rand din (1) and (2),
and need to estimate them.7Those estimates are denoted by K(t)and
o(t), respectively.For simplicity,we focus on /rand crbyassuming that
/Jis known. We choose this assumptionbecause, comparedwith jrand
a, it seems thatthereis less disagreementin the literatureaboutthe estimate of p.8Wealso assume that the aggregatestructuralshocks involve
white-noise unobservablecomponents. In equations (3) and (4), variablesg°t,y™,u°tare observablecomponentsof the structuralshocks.The
unobservablecomponents are representedby € t and ent?We impose
this assumptionin orderto make estimationnon-trivial.Withoutthose
unobservablecomponents,the bank would be able to identify the true
parametervalues immediately.
We assume that the bank estimates K{t)and a{t) recursively.Following the literatureon adaptive learning,we assume that, at time t, the
centralbank updates its parameterestimates {o{t), K{t))based on time
t - 1 data.10The estimationequationis thereforegiven by recursiveOLS
estimators:
(7(f)= <r(f- 1) + t-WalXalJYal-o{t- 1)X^)
K{t)=K(t-l) + t-^X^Y^
-K{t- 1)XKJ
where
Yo,,-i=y>-i-E>-iyt-s0>-i

(5)
(6)
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In order to focus our analysis on the implications of learning about
structuralparameters,we assume for simplicity that expectationsare
also observable.
3.3 Policy ProblemunderLearning
We turn to the analysis of monetarypolicy. We consider policy implementationby committingto policy rules that are optimal from a "timeless perspective" defined in Woodford (1999a) and Svensson and
Woodford(2004)."Timelessoptimality"provides us with a convenient
and practically realistic way of characterizingoptimal policy under
centralbank learning.In our setting, a tunelessly optimalpolicy rule is
a time-invariantpolicy rule, conditionalon the bank'scurrentmodel of
the economy,which implementsthe optimalstate-contingentplan, subject to the constrainton the economy's initial condition that prevents
the bankfromexploitingexistingprivatesectorexpectationsat the time
the policy is chosen. The centralbank commits to following a certain
fixed rule indefinitely,and is expected to follow this rule unless its best
knowledge of the economy improvesin subsequentperiods.
The welfare loss of the central bank at time t is the expected discounted sum of period loss functions:

(7)

W^E^t^j

Theperiod loss functionis the weighted sum of the squaredoutput and
inflationgaps, given by11
Ls=^[<+Ay(0(ys-y")2L

Xy(t)=\6K{t)/e

(8)

Rotembergand Woodford (1997) show that the loss measure (8) is a
quadraticapproximationto the expected utility of the representative
household in the Calvo model, where 6 > 0 is the price elasticity of
demand for differentiatedgoods. Since X (t) depends on the slope of
the Phillipscurve, k,it changesas the bank'sestimateof /rchangesover
time.
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Consider a centralbank in period t whose most recent estimates of
the two structuralparametersare K(t)and a(t). Based on those parameters, the central bank at time t seeks to minimize (7) subject to the
bank'smodel of the economy:
y- = Eiywl-o(0[Ri-E-^1]+^+ u°s
xs=K(t)(ys-y™) + pEs7rs+l

(9)
(10)

Note that there are two kinds of misspecificationin (9) and (10). First,
a(t) and K(t)are not necessarilyequal to theirtrue values, crand k. Second, only the observablecomponentsof the structuralshocks are in (9)
and (10).
It is worth making clear that policy rules derived in this section are
not designed to be optimal under the imperfect knowledge that we
assume. The design of fully optimal policies is not the main objective
of the paper.Our objectiveis to use learningdynamicsas a criterionfor
distinguishingbetween policy rules from policy rules that are equally
good under perfect knowledge. There are two kinds of deviations
from full optimality(or rationality).First,the bank takes the estimated
parametersas if they are the true parametervalues and time-invariant.
In other words, the bank is not Bayesian.This is a standardassumption in the literatureon adaptive learning,and we are concernedwith
the question of how robusteach rule is under adaptive learning.12
Secwhen
bank
the
the
white-noise
unobservond,
choosing policy,
regards
able componentsof the structuralshocks equal to zero. When a{t) = a,
K{t)= k,and when the white-noisecomponentsof the shocksareobservable, the policy derived below becomes fully optimal.
The problem can be solved by the Lagrange method (Woodford
1999b).The first-orderconditionsare given by
=0
+ ^-^
(11)
^-^0(0^

\<t)(y. v:°)+ K ^ti
=0
o(t)<pis

- *Wt* = o

(12)
(13)

for each s > t. Here </>ls
and 0^ respectivelyrepresentthe Lagrangemultipliersassociatedwith (9) and (10).
It follows from the first-orderconditions that, in the case of the optimal commitmentplan that has been implemented since s - 1, we can
infer (/>1$
from the past observablevariablesxsl and y$l - yn°_r
_2and 02a_1
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the first-order conditions imply13

=

\(t)/K(t)(ys^
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- y™). In this case,

K[t)

Next we turnto the initialconditionson 01Mand 02M.A once-and-forall commitmentfrom period t onwards requiresthe initial conditions
01M= 0 and 02M= 0, implying that the bank exploits the existing expectations at the time the policy is chosen. However, as Woodford(1999a)
and Svenssonand Woodford(2004)argue,the once-and-for-allcommitment implicitin the optimalequilibriumis not a practicallyuseful concept, when the bank's knowledge about the economy improves over
time and, hence, it wishes to revise its policy rule. If the bank exploited
the existing expectationswhenever they revise the optimal plan, the
bank's commitment would not be credible, leading to a suboptimal
equilibrium.We instead restrictour policy regime to policies that are
optimal from a timeless perspective,following Woodford(1999a)and
Svensson and Woodford(2004).In our case, this would imply that we
impose the initialconditionson 01Mand 02Mas 01M= 0 and 02M= Xy(t)/
K(t)(ytl y"^).Thenwe obtaina targetingcriteria

*.=-^Ky,-yr)-(y,-,-y".)L
Kyi)

s>t

(is)

Notice that the rule involves the lagged output gap (yM - y"^).As
stressedin Woodford(1999b),optimalmonetarypolicy involves history
dependence.This resultsfromthe fact that the centralbankinternalizes
the effectsof its predictablepolicy on privatesectorexpectations,which
in turn affectcurrentinflationand the output gap.
Since (15) involves the targetingvariablesin the centralbank's loss
function,it is a targetingrule in the sense of Svensson (1997,2002,2003).
Targetingrules are consolidatedfirst-orderconditions,and specified in
termsof a criterionthat certaintargetvariablesshould satisfy.The central bank chooses the interestrate so as to satisfy this criterion,and it
must use its estimatedmodel of the economy in setting the interestrate.
Wewill discuss the details of implementationin Section3.4. Finally,it is
easy to show that the rationalexpectationsequilibriumis determinate
under this rule.14
Anotherform of targetingrule we consider which is optimal from a
timeless perspectiveis given by
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Rational expectations equilibrium is determinate under this rule, too.
Notice that, since ns= (1 - L)ps,where L represents lag operator,
oo

i=0

In our case where the target inflation rate is set equal to zero, psrepresents integral deviations of past inflation from its target. Thus we
can express an optimal rule in terms of an integralfeedbackrule, as is
shown in Currieand Levine (1987).15
Since the price level depends on
of
this
rule
also
introduceshistory dependence
inflation,
past history
to monetary policy, by forcing the central bank to compensate any
shock that affected inflation in the past.16Compared with (15), (16)
introduces history dependence without explicitly committing to
respond to the lagged output gap. We call it the optimal price level
targetingrule. Policy rules (19) and (18) are closely related.Under perfect information,commitmentto rule (18) and commitmentto rule (19)
result in the same rational expectations equilibrium,as is shown in
Claridaetal.(1999).
It is possible to find other optimal policy rules than (15) and (16).
However, we focus our analysis on those two rules because they are
among the simplest rules and extensively analyzed in the literature.17
Evaluationof other optimal rules is left for future research.Instead,as
a comparison,we consider a rule that does not involve history dependence. This is called the optimalnon-inertialrule:
^=-^(i-#>u)(y(,(-yr)

(17)

where Suis the persistenceparameterof the cost-push shock (defined
more precisely later in Section 3.4.) Again, rationalexpectationsequilibriumis uniquelydetermined.Conceptually,this is similarto a simple
Taylorrule that involves only contemporaneousfeedback from inflation and the output gap. The coefficient(Ay(f)/Jc{t))(l- J58)is chosen to
implementthe optimal non-inertialplan defined in Woodford(2003).18
Since our structuralequationsare purely forward-lookingand the rule
does not involve lagged endogenous variables,in the resultingequilibrium, the endogenous variables will depend only on the currentand
expected futureshocks and the currentmodel estimationerrors.
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3.4 Sequenceof Events
Here we describe the sequence of events at time t. At the beginning
of time t, the centralbank and the private sector use recursiveOLSto
update the estimates of the slopes of the IS and Phillips curves, c(i)
and K(t).The estimationequations are given by (5) and (6). After they
update their parameterestimates, they observe time-f shocks. Their
economic model is given by (9) and (10). Based on their model, they
form expectationsand set policy. Expectationsare consistent with the
estimatedmodel (9) and (10).19
When implementinga policy rule, (15) for example, the centralbank
needs to make its decisions on the projectionsof the currentendogenous variables,such as ntuand ytu using its model. Here a variable
xtu denotes the projectionof xt based on the centralbank's model at
time t. Therefore,the bank chooses the nominal interest rate in order
to satisfy
** =-^r[(ys,
K\t)

-ysT)-(ys-i, -ys"-i,)L * ** •

(is)

When the bank has perfectinformation,Ktu= Kt,ytu = yt (i.e., the bank's
projectionsand the realizationscoincide). For the implementationof
the price level targetingrule (16),the bank chooses the nominalinterest
rateto satisfy

p*=~i$iy*~y*)'

s-f-

(19)

Implementationof the optimalnon-inertialpolicy (17) is also similar.
Afterexpectationsand policy ratesareset based on (9) and (10),those
are put into the true model (1) and (2), and inflation and the output
gap are realized. In other words, the expectationterms in (1) and (2)
are generated by (9) and (10).20In the next section, we provide some
numerical examples to evaluate the performanceof the three rules
under learning.
4. Numerical Examples
4.1 SimulationExercises
In this section we use stochasticsimulationsusing our model to evaluate our threecandidate"targetingrules."Weobtainexpectedvalues for
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the loss functionas well as representativepaths for our parameterestimates as averagesacross1,000simulatedpaths. Eachsimulationlength
= 0.0066).
is 500 periods (/3500
4.1.1 Parameter Values

Becauseour exerciseinvolves a set of wrong initialbeliefs aboutparameter values, we need to calibratethese as well as the true parameter
values in our economy.Weset the initialparametervalues of our model
in line with Rotembergand Woodford(1997) and Woodford(1999b).
The intertemporalelasticityof substitutionof consumption,c, is set to
6.365.The slope of the Phillipscurve frisset to 0.0238.p, the rateof time
preferenceis equal to 0.99, giving an annual steady-statereal interest
rate of 4 percent.21
The correspondingweight on the output gap in the
loss function,A = \6k/0, is set to 0.062.
For concreteness,we assume the following stochasticprocesses for
the exogenous shocks:
y; = ^M+v

0<sy<1

(2°)

ft=^i+v

0<ss<1

<21>

Ut=SuUt-l+eut>

0<Su<1

(22)

where e t, e , and eutare independent and serially uncorrelatedat all
leads and lags. The autocorrelationcoefficientsof the shocks are set as
follows: 6 is 0.92, 8 is 0.15, 8uis 0.35.22We assume that those persistenceparametersareknown to the centralbank,in orderto focus on the
estimationof crandk.The "true"value of crandx*inthe model is equal
to 4.490 and 0.031, respectively.These are cited from Giannoni (2001)
and aretwo standarderrorsaway fromWoodford(1999b)'scentralestimates.23In order to check the robustnessof the subsequentresults,we
also examined the other three cases: (a~l: two standarderrorsabove,
k. two standarderrorsbelow); (o~l: two standarderrorsbelow, k. two
standarderrorsabove); (ct"1:two standarderrorsbelow, k. two standard errorsbelow). The welfare ranking of the policy rules reported
below is not affectedby the assumed startingvalues of crand k, therefore we do not report those simulation results.24The standarddeviations of the innovationsin the demand and supply disturbancesin the
Rotemberg-Woodfordmodel are calculatedas 1.022percentand 1.906
The standarddeviation of the innovationin the
percent,respectively.25
cost-push shock is set 0.37 percent,cited from Giannoni(2000).Finally,
as a benchmarkcase, we set the variancesof unobservableshocks, e t
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and entequal to zero.26Thus we focus on the implications of imprecise parameterestimates.Allowing non-zero e t and enimakes learning
slower and makesfluctuationsin inflationand the outputgap larger,but
we find that the welfare rankingof the policy rules is not affected.27
4.1.2 WelfareResults
Table1 presents the expected values of the welfare function under the
optimalnon-inertialrule (ONP)and the optimalhistory-dependentrule
(OHDP).The firstthreerows of the table (underthe Learningheading)
display the expected welfare when the centralbank and private agents
have to use recursiveleast squaresin order to learn about the parameters of the model, while the last threerows of the table (underthe Full
Informationheading) contain numbersderived under the assumption
that the centralbank and the private agents have perfectknowledge.
The results in the lower part of the table are now fairly standardin
the literature(Claridaet al. 1999,Woodford1999b).TheoptimalhistoryTable l

Welfareloss (the resultsunderthe benchmarkcase)3
Learning(sampleaverageof 1000simulations)
ONP

OHDP

PLT

ONP/OHDP

ONP/PLT

0.0037

0.0114

0.0032

-67.7%

17.0%

0.0034

0.0063

0.0026

0-0003

0.0051

0.0005

500

W=£j3sLs
s=0

500

X/3%2
s=0

500

Z/*syt/s-ys")2
s=0

Full Information(sampleaverageof 1000simulations)
ONP

OHDP

PLT

ONP/OHDP

ONP/PLT

0.0035

0.0029

0.0029

21.0%

21.0%

0.0034

0.0025

0.0025

0.0001

0.0004

0.0004

500

W=X/?SLS
s=0

500

£j3s;r2
s=0

500

£/?sAy(ys-ysn)2
s=0

aONP:Optimal non-inertialplan; OHDP:Optimal history-dependentplan; PLT:Price
level targeting.
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dependentrule deliversa lower expectedvalue of the loss functionthan
the optimal non-inertialrule. This is because the history-dependent
rule optimally internalizesthe effects of predictablepolicy on private
agent expectations. This affects inflation expectations and limits the
impact effect of cost-push shocks on inflation, thereby improving the
output/inflation trade-offfaced by the monetaryauthority.The central
bank controlsprivate sector expectationsby promises of future action,
which are embodied in the lagged output gap term in the optimal history-dependentrule (18). In contrast,the optimal non-inertialrule is
restrictedto respondonly to currentvariables.It, therefore,cannotoptimally internalizeits effecton privatesectorexpectations.Consequently,
this worsens the inflation/output trade-offcaused by cost-pushshocks,
reducingexpected welfare.
The results in the last three rows of Table 1 confirm another wellknown result in the literature.28
The optimal history-dependentrule
and the pricelevel targetingrules deliver identicalwelfarelosses under
full information,because both of them are timelessly optimal in our
set-up. Because correctingdeviations of the price level from a deterministic path involves a strong commitment against inflation, the
price level targeting rule is a good policy for a central bank that
wants to improve its inflation/output trade-offby stabilizinginflation
expectations.
However, the first three rows of Table 1 show that the advantages
of the history-dependentrule over the optimal non-inertialrule are
reversedunder learning.This is mainly due to a substantialdeterioration of welfareunder the optimalhistory-dependentrule.29
By contrast,
underlearning,the pricelevel targetingruleperformsmuchbetterthan
the optimal history-dependentrule. It seems, therefore,that imperfect
knowledge of the model parametersbreaksdown the link between the
price level targetingrule and the history-dependentrule as the performanceof the latterdeterioratesmarkedly.Thisis a featureof our results
we will explorefurtherin the next subsection.
4.1.3 Impulse Responses
The impulse responses of our model to differentshocks offer another
way of evaluating and explaining the performanceof our three candidate rules. This exercise can show exactly which shocks cause the
markeddeteriorationof welfareunder the OHDPrule when the central
bank is learning about parametervalues. Below we show the model's
impulse responsesto a cost-push shock as well as a demand (IScurve)
shock.30
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Cost-push shock Figure 1 plots the dynamic response of our model
economy to a cost-push shock under the three rules we consider.31It
shows that,even under learning,both the price level targetingrule and
the optimal history-dependentrule stabilize inflation better than the
optimal non-inertialrule. So the standard result from the monetary
policy literatureholds in our set-up too (Claridaet al. 1999,Giannoni
2000,Vestin2006).
Demand shock Figure 2 plots the dynamic response of our model
economy to a demand shock under the three rules we consider.32It is
a well-known result in the literature(for example Claridaet al. 1999)
that under full informationand rationalexpectations,the centralbank
would stabilize demand and supply shocks perfectly.Figure 2 shows
that this is not the case under learning. Because of wrong parameter
estimates,demand and supply shocks affectoutput and inflationin the
resulting equilibrium.And interestingly,the optimal non-inertialrule
and the price level targetingrule dominate the optimal history-dependent rule. Indeed, the performanceof the optimal history-dependent
rule is particularlypoor- demand shocks lead to largerand more persistent fluctuationsin inflationand output. It is this poor performance
in the face of demand (and supply) shocks that is at the heart of the
superiorperformanceof the price level targetingrule.
4.2 History Dependenceand Policy Mistakes
In the previous section we argued that, under perfect knowledge, the
price level targeting rule and the optimal history-dependent rules
deliver a better performancethan the non-inertialrule because they
affectinflationexpectationsin a desirableway. In ourbasicmodel, those
two rules deliver identicalequilibria,even though they embody different mechanisms of affecting private expectations.But our simulation
results showed that certainways of implementinghistory dependence
(such as the optimal history-dependentrule) may have undesirable
"side effects" under imperfect knowledge, which can be avoided by
adopting a differentway of implementinghistory dependence (such as
the price level targetingrule). In this section we show how imperfect
knowledge of parametersunder learning can lead to imprecise estimates of the naturalreal rate of interest.This resultsin policy mistakes
for all the three rules we consider.However, we will show that where
the threerules cruciallydifferis in how they propagatethe effectof the
policy mistakethroughtime.
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4.2.1 The Source of Policy Mistakes: Wrong Estimates of the Natural
Real Rate of Interest

Thenaturalor Wicksellianinterestrateis a key conceptin New Keynesian models such as the one we study.33It is the equilibriumrealinterest
rate,which would prevail under fully flexibleprices. In our model, the
naturalinterestrate,r",is given by
r» = <r%(+ (<5yn-l)y«]
The IS equation(1) can be rewrittenin terms of the output gap as
=
Vt y\
Et(yM ynM) <*', E^M r\ 1

This shows that demand and supply shocks only affectthe determination of inflationand the output gap throughthe "interestrate gaps" in
our model. In our setting, the centralbank could perfectlyinsulate the
effect of demand and supply shocks under all the three targetingrules
if it were able to estimatethe naturalrate accurately.
But in our set-up, the central bank can only observe the primitive
demand and supply shocks; it must calculate the natural real rate of
interest using its estimate of the slope of the IS curve. Consequently,
wrong estimatesof crleadto biased estimate of r".This, in turn,means
that the centralbank cannotensure that its targetingrule always holds.
In fact, as long as the monetary authorityis still updating its parameter estimates,these optimalityconditionswill fail to hold ex post.This
will act very much like a "monetarypolicy mistake."Wrongparameter
estimates will imply the wrong estimates of the natural real interest
rate,leading to biased projectionsof inflationand the output gap, and,
consequently,to the wrong level of policy rates.So, under learning,all
shocks will have an effect on economic activity and inflation. Below
we make some simplifying assumptions, which allow us to derive
analyticalexpressions for such "monetarypolicy mistakes."We then
explain the intuition of how the different rules propagate these mistakes throughtime.
The optimalityconditions (12), (11),and (13) imply that implementing the optimalplan requiresthat (15)holds for s > t. In orderto implement (15),the OHDPrule commits to satisfy target(18),while the price
level targeting rule commits to satisfy target (19). In both cases, the
bank bases its decision on its projectionsusing the estimatedmodel (3)
and (4).
Since the estimated model is parameterizedimprecisely,the target
criteriado not hold exactly.In orderto focus on ex-postpolicy mistakes,
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let us abstractfromlearning,so that o(t) and K(t)are constantover time
and denoted respectivelyby a and k-.34-35
Notice that the policy rate calculated using the estimated model
satisfies
(23)

h=°~\yM\t-y«t+gt)+nt+i\f

Substitutingthis into the true IS (1) and noticing that expectationsare
symmetric under our assumption of symmetric information,we can
calculatethe deviation of actualoutput from the bank'sprojectionas
Vt

~y'"

=[f

~1)[ym

~y'+1"

~gt]

'

(24)

Similarly,by noticing that
Kt\t=K(ytH-y?)+PEtnt+i\tut

and using (24),we have

+&)-(*-*)#•
^"%=Uf-^jy»+^i-fJ(yw*

(25)

Substituting(24) and (24) into the OHDP rule (18),we obtain36
*,+4[(y,-yr)-(yM-y^)l=v,

(26)

where
<27>

'-[('f-*)+^f-i)]'-+(i-f]

H)(»4)*

-*-*»*•

The right-handside of (26)representsthe policy mistakewhen the bank
follows the OHDP rule (18).Since the OHDP rule directlycorresponds
to the optimalitycondition (15), vt also representsthe degree to which
the optimality conditions fail to hold. Since ytu and yMUare modelconsistent expectations based on the estimated model, those can be
expressed in terms of the structuralshocks. So the policy mistake (27)
is a function of the structuralshocks, the parameterestimates and the
true parametervalues. It is clearthat vtconverges to zero as o-> crand
£-> k.
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Similarly, we can calculate the policy mistake when the bank commits
to targeting rule (19). Using the IS and Phillips curves, we can write:

Vt-V*=U| -Ay,t +*(
l-|j(y,+u, +£,)-(*-%,".

(28)

And using (27) we show that the policy mistake is identical to that
under the OHDP rule when the central bank follows the price level
targetingrule:

p,+^[(y,-yr)]= v
However, even though the centralbank is committingitself to a different rule, its preferencesand its optimalityconditionsremainthe same.
Therefore,although the implementationerror,vtis the same acrossthe
price level targetingand the OHDPrules, the degree to which the optimality condition (15)fails to hold is differentand is given by
*.=--f

[(ys-ys")-(ys-i-y;-i)]+^-^i

•

(29)

In the next section we will see that this is crucialfor the relativeperformance of the two rules under learning.
4.2.2 Intuition: The Two Benefits of Integral Control in ForwardLooking Models

In the previous subsection we showed that when the centralbank is
learningabout the parametervalues of its model, it cannot implement
the optimal equilibriumexactly,leading to higher welfare losses and
a breakdown in the equivalencebetween differentmethods of implementing history-dependentmonetarypolicy. In this section we offer a
"classicalcontrol"theory explanationfor why this is the case. We first
recalla well-known resultin the engineeringliteraturethatsteady-state
errorscan be correctedby feeding back from the integralof past target
misses.37We then argue that the inertialnature of the optimal equilibriumin forward-lookingmodels bringsadditionalbenefitsof following
integral control policies compared to the backward-lookingdynamic
models normallystudied in the classicalcontroltheory literature.
4.2.3 The Traditional "Engineering" Argument for Integral Control

In general the implementationerror,vt will be a persistentprocess.As
(27) shows, this persistencecomes from two sources- the persistence
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of the structuralshocks,gt and y", but also the persistenceof yt,which
arises due to the history-dependentnature of the optimal policy. Consequently,the first differenceof the monetarypolicy mistake (vt- vtl)
is likely to be substantiallysmaller than its level, vt.As equations (26)
and (29)show this certainlyseems to be partof the reasonwhy the price
level targetingrule performsbetterthanthe OHDPrule underlearning.
Under the OHDPrule the mistakeenters in levels whereas under price
level targetingrule, the policy mistake enters in first differences- it is
"undone"one period later.
This featureof the price level targetingrule is an implicationof targeting the "integral"of deviations of targetvariablesfrom their target
values, and as Franklinet al. (2002)show, it can substantiallyimprove
the performanceof feedbackrules in mechanicalsystems. In particular,
when the rule is potentially subjectto errorsin estimating the steady
state of the system, an integralcontrol term can help stabilize the system at the target value, while a proportionalcontrol rule may lead to
convergence to the wrong steady-statevalue for the target variables.
These arguments are certainly not new and Phillips (1954) offers an
early economicapplicationusing a simple dynamic model.
The price level targetingrule has elements of proportionaland integral controlbecause it targetsthe price level (the integralof past inflation deviationsfrom target)and the level of the output gap. The OHDP
rule, on the otherhand, combineselements of proportionalcontrol(the
level of inflation)and derivativecontrol(the change in the output gap).
This makes the OHDP rule vulnerable to persistent control errorsas
Figure2 showed in the previous section. This vulnerabilityhas important effects on welfare in our model because the demand shocks are
highly persistent(theirautocorrelationcoefficientis equal to 0.92) and
this causes persistentmonetarypolicy mistakes.
4.2.4 The Benefits of Integral Control under Forward-Looking
Behavior

We showed above that integral control carries substantial benefits,
which arise out of persistent (or permanent)unobservableshocks. In
our case, persistent demand shocks (although observable)led to persistent errors in estimating the natural rate of interest, which led to
difficulties in implementing the optimal equilibrium.We then found
that the integral control terms in the price level targetingrule helped
to reduce the impact of the errorson the first-orderconditions of the
centralbank'smaximizationproblemand this improvedwelfare.
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However, our model is forward-lookingand this brings additional
benefits of implementing history dependence by means of integral
controlmethods. This additionalbenefitarises out of the persistenceof
output and inflation,which is induced by history-dependentmonetary
policy in the optimalequilibrium.This allows the centralbank to manage privatesectorexpectationsand improvesthe output/inflationtradeoff. However,we will show below that this policy-inducedpersistence,
which is unambiguouslygood for welfare under cost-push shocks,can
have undesirableeffectswhen implementedby proportional-derivative
control (the OHDP rule) by a monetarypolicy authoritythat is unable
to implement the first-orderconditions of its maximizationproblem
exactly.These undesirableeffects can be reducedwhen history dependence is implemented through proportional-integralcontrol terms,
which is what the price level targetingrule does.
To demonstrate analytically the benefits of implementing history
dependencethroughintegralcontrolmethods, here we considera simple model that abstractsfrom learning and instead assumes that the
centralbank as well as the private sector have full informationabout
the model parameters.38
However,we will assume that the centralbank
can only achieve its targetup to a white-noise controlerror.Although
the assumptions are somewhat differentfrom those in the benchmark
model used in Section4.1, this model helps to obtain clearerintuitions
behind our simulation results.39So, consider the following simplified
model, which consists of the Phillips curve and the optimality condition that now includes the white-noise disturbanceterm.In the case of
the OHDPrule, the correspondingsystem is:
*, = *(y,-y"()+/V(+1 + H(

(30)

*,+^-[(y,-y,")-(yM-y;U)]=e(.

(3i)

Equation(31)correspondsto (26).In the case of the price level targeting
rule, equation(31) is replacedby
*«+-H(y< -yD-(y«-i -y.-i)i=e, -^

(32)

which corresponds to (29). If we solve the system (30) and (31), we
have

y,-y."=A,(yM
-yU)+Kf U -t-^tA

(33)
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where A1is the stable root of the characteristic equation
=0.
A2- 08-1+ 1 + P~lK2/Xy)?i+ yS"1
For the system (30) and (32), the solution is

(34)
^-y^^-y^+A^^
Note that the responsesof the output gap to cost-pushshock are identical between (33) and (34).Under the OHDP rule, impulse responsesof
the output gap to disturbance^is40

j-°
yM-ynM=KT-£»

(35)

Ay

while under the price level targetingrule, it is given by
yw-y^ = A{-f[l + i8(l-A1)lef/ 1= 0

(36)

(i-ajo^-i)*-, ;>o.
=A|-1f
Ay
Looking at our solutions for the path of the output gap under our
two ruleswe can see thatthe path of the output gap exhibitspersistence
under both rules even when shocks are white noise. This persistence
arises due to the history dependenceof the optimalpolicy,and the rate
of decay of output gap fluctuationsis governed by Ar And as we can
see from (35) when this degree of optimal policy-induced persistence
is large,monetarypolicy mistakeswill be propagatedthroughtime by
the OHDPrule, reducingwelfare.
However closer examination of (36) reveals that matters are more
complicatedunder the price level targetingrule. Becauseof the integral
control propertiesof the rule, as Xlgets large,41the equations actually
imply that the impact of et on the output gap (and thereforeon inflation) becomes smaller,not larger.In the limiting case in which Xx- > 1,
the effect of policy mistakes under the price level targetingrule vanishes completelyafterone period. This featureof the price level targeting rule again arises out of the integralcontrol terms in the rule. This
means that the rule will offset most of the endogenous propagationof
monetarypolicy mistakes,while still preservingthe benefits of history
dependence for the stabilization of cost-push shocks. Note that this
benefit of the price level targetingrule arises entirely out of the inertial natureof the optimal equilibriumin forward-lookingmodels. It is
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entirely independent of the time series propertiesof the controlerror,
which is the benefitof integralcontrolmethods usually emphasizedby
the engineeringliterature.42
Thisresulthas one importantimplication.It can easily be shown that
Xxis increasingin A , the weight on output gap stabilizationin the central bank's loss function. So a central bank with a strong preference
for output gap stabilizationwould be more vulnerableto policy errors
under the OHDP rule. In contrast,we can see from (36) that the effects
of policy mistakes under price-level targeting vanish as X - » °° and
Aj » 1. This means that a centralbank that is concernedwith output
gap stabilizationcan still get very close to the rational expectations
benchmarkas long as it implementsthe optimalpolicy throughintegral
ratherthanderivativecontrolmethods.Thisis in contrastwith the findings of Orphanidesand Williams(2004)who show that,underlearning,
a centralbankwith a strongpreferencefor output gap stabilizationwill
induce near unit root behavior for output and inflation.43Of course,
their results are based on a model, in which agents form expectations
throughleast squareslearning,whereasin our framework,agents form
model-consistentexpectationsconditionalupon their latest parameter
estimates.One extension,which we leave forfutureresearch,could be to
check whether integralcontrolmethods can prove robustto the effects
of adaptive learning in a model such as the one used by Orphanides
and Williams(2004).
5. Extensions
The previous section showed that integral control representations
of timelessly optimal policies were more robust to small model misspecificationsthanderivativecontrolrepresentations.In this sectionwe
depart from the stylized model of Section 3 and consider two empirically motivated extensions in order to demonstratethe generality of
our results. Following Woodford(2003),we introducean interestrate
variabilityterm in the centralbank's objectivefunction and add inflation indexationinto the Phillips curve.
These modifications lead to a framework in which stabilizing the
price level is no longer timelessly optimal.44However, we still show
that integral representationsof the optimal rule dominate derivative
ones when the centralbank is learning about the model's parameter
values.
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5.1 InterestRate VariabilityObjective
Introducingan interestrate variabilityobjectiveleads to a period loss
functionas follows.

h=\ltf+W*-ytf+Wh-n2l
Woodford(2003)shows that this can be justifiedas a welfare-basedloss
function when monetary transactionsfrictions are not negligible. In
this case, the first-orderconditionsfor the centralbank'smaximization
problemare as follows (assumingfor simplicitythat i =0):
*S-Wls-l

+

^-^-l

= 0

(37)

(39)
Ai, + (T0ls= O.
The main differencebetween (39) above and (13) lies in the fact that
now the presence of an interest rate variability term constrains the
ability of the centralbank to stabilize all demand and supply shocks.
Becausevarying the nominal interestrate is costly in terms of welfare,
the centralbankwill optimallytradeoff some inflationand output variability against the costs of interestrate variability.What this implies is
that the benefit of commitmentis even greaterthan under the welfare
function we considered in Section 3. This is because affectingprivate
sector expectationsnow allows the central bank to stabilize demand
and supply shocks at a lower cost in terms of interestratevariabilityan added benefit of commitmentrelativeto the case of no interestrate
variabilityobjective.
We again focus on the tunelessly optimal policy.From(37), (38),and
(39),the optimalhistory-dependentrule in this case is given by:
<4°)
h = Pi'm+ p2(*m h-i)+ pa + pM yn) (y,-i y m)1
where p1= 1 + k/ /3o,p2= 1//J, pn= k/X.o and py= XJkp.
A naturalextension of our analysis could be a rule of the form:
But as shown by Giannoni (2000),when there is an interestrate variability objective,price level targetingno longer implements the optimal equilibrium.However, following our results in Section 3 we want
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to explore price level targeting methods of implementing the optimal
degree of history dependence. In other words, we want to find an integral control formulation for our optimal rule.
We can rewrite our optimal history-dependent rule in a way that
resembles a price level targeting rule. Using lag operators we can
write
jt = pjt-i + p2(*m *'«)+ pji1 L)Pt+ py(i L) (y, y ")•
This, in turn, implies that

- RJ + pj>,+
R,= pa., + p2(r,-i
py(y, y")

(41)

where
1

^

s=0

is a sum of all past nominal interestrates.We can now rewrite(41) in a
more intuitive interestrate rule form:
(«)
«,= M-i + (Pi - !)RM+ pj>, + py(y,- y")Both (41) and (42) are optimal from a timeless perspectiveunder rational expectations.
Whereas(40) only has elements of proportionalcontrol(the terms in
inflationand the interestrate) and derivative control (the terms in the
change in interestratesand the change in the output gap), rule (42)also
has elements of integralcontrol.These elements are introducedby the
termsin RMand also the price level targetingterm.Note thatunder full
informationthis "quasi-price-leveltargetingrule"is just a transformof
(40)and, therefore,it implementsthe optimalequilibriumin exactlythe
same way as (40).Withoutcontrolerrorsthere is no benefit of an integral controlformulationof our rule.However as we know fromSection
3, imperfectknowledge of parametervalues introducespolicy mistakes
into the centralbank'sdecision-making.So again we expect to find that
(42) delivers a superior equilibriumto (40) under learning. Below we
again use stochasticsimulationsto test our hypothesis in the case when
the centralbank has an interestratevariabilityobjective.
Table2 presents the value of the welfare loss under the derivative
control (40) and the integral control representationsof the tunelessly
optimal rule (42). We calibratethe weight on the interestrate term of
the centralbank's loss function by appealing to the transactionsfrictions discussed in Woodford(2003).45We assume that utility is separa-
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Table2
Welfareloss (the resultswith interestratevariability)
Learning(sampleaverageof 1000simulations)
OHDP

PLT

PLT/OHDP

0.0112

0.0035

-68.8%

0.0056

0.0026

0.0048

0.0006

0.0008

0.0003

500

W= ^psL$
s=0

500

^fijt]
s=0

500

X/2sAy(ys-t/;')2
s=0

500

£j35V,2
s=0

Full Information(sampleaverageof 1000simulations)
OHDP

PLT

PLT/OHDP

0.0033

0.0033

0%

0.0026

0.0026

a0004

a0004

0.0004

0.0004

500

W=^psLs
s=0

500

X/?X2
s=0

500

Z/*sVy<-y")2
s=0
500

Xj3sA,*s2
s=0

so as Woodford (2003)
ble between money balancesand consumption,46
interest
rate
is
the
shows,
weight given by:
optimal

JL16*

(43)

vem 0
where 77.is the elasticityof money demand with respectto the nominal
is the elasticity of real marginal cost with respect to
interest rate, emc
the output gap, and v is the steady state velocity of circulationof high
powered money. We assume that the only parameterin (43) which is
unknown to the centralbank is the slope of the Phillips curve k. Consequently, the monetary authority will be changing the interest rate
weight in its loss functiononly to the extent that it learnsabout k.
Wecalibratethe parametersin (43)in orderto matchthe initialinterof
est rate weight of the centralbank to Woodford (2003)'s value for X.%
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0.077.We set r\.equal to 28, emc
equal to 0.65 and 0 equal to 8. The initial belief about k is 0.0238.To match Woodford'sinterestrate weight
calibrationwe set v equal to 26.63, implying a ratio of high powered
money to nominal GDP of 3.75 percent.So our centralbank will begin
with an interest rate weight of 0.077, but eventually it will learn the
truevalue of k- 0.0308and increaseits A.to the true interestrateweight
of 0.10.
Weget very similarresultsto the ones we obtainedin Section3. Under
the trueparametervalues, the two rules deliver identicalperformances.
However, the table shows that the performanceof the proportionalderivative control rule deterioratessubstantiallyrelative to the quasiprice level targetingrule when we allow for imperfectknowledge of
the model's parametervalues.47So, our simulationresults confirmthe
intuition from Section 3. When the centralbank's policy rule is potentially subjectto persistentpolicy mistakes,the presenceof integralcontrol terms helps to offset the effects of these errors,improvingwelfare.
This is the reason why our quasi price level targetingrule (41) (which
has elements of integralcontrol)delivers higher welfare than the optimal history-dependentrule (42) (which does not).
5.2 Inflation Inertia
Wenow consideranotherempiricallymotivatedextension,which adds
inflationinertiainto the simple Calvo (1983)Phillips curve we considered in Section 3. Since there is lively debate on forward-lookingness
of inflation dynamics, this exercise would be of particularinterest in
Topreservethe clarityand simplicityof our analysiswe now
practice.48
set the interestrate variabilityterm equal to zero in order to focus on
the effectsof inflationinertia.
Following Giannoniand Woodford(2002b)we allow firms that cannot re-optimizeto index their price to an average of past inflationand
steady-state inflation. Let /denote the weight on lagged inflation in
the firm's indexationrule. Giannoniand Woodford(2002b)show that
under such an indexationrule, the firm'slog-linearizedoptimalpricing
conditionis given by:
t44)
*, y*t-x= <yt - yn) + #E^+i - v$ + ur
In this case,Giannoniand Woodford(2002b)show thatthe utility-based
loss functionof the centralbank is given by:
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and the correspondingtunelessly optimal rule is:
n, -jwM =--f Ky,-y,")-(y(.1 -yU)\-

(45)

The integralrepresentationof this rule is then given by
(46)

(l-y)p(-^(=--i(y(-y,").
AC

So the timelessly optimal policy with inflation inertia is to target a
weighted averageof the pricelevel and the rateof inflation.Thishybrid
rule converges to the price level targetingrule when price-settersdo
not index theirprices (y = 0), while it only aims to stabilizethe inflation
ratewhen indexationis full (y = 1).
Table3 displays the simulation results in the model with inflation
inertia. We calibratethe starting value of y at 0.75 while we set the
true value of y at 0.5. The results confirmour earlierintuition.Integral
and derivativeformulationsof the optimalpolicy performequally well
Table3
Welfareloss (the resultswith inflationinertia)
Learning(sampleaverageof 1000simulations)
OHDP

PLT

PLT/OHDP

0.0109

0.0031

-71.6%

°-0062

00026

0.0048

0.0005

500

W=£j3sLs
s=0

500

t,F(*,-Ws-i)2
s=0
500

X^Ay(ys-ys")2
s=0

Full Information(sampleaverageof 1000simulations)
OHDP

PLT

PLT/OHDP

0.0029

0.0029

0%

0.0025

0.0025

0.0004

0.0004

500
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s=0
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~
X Ps(*s Ws-xf
s=0
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under rationalexpectationsbut the integralcontrolformulationis more
robustto model misspecification.
6. Conclusion
In this paper,we combine insights from three kinds of literature:optimal monetarypolicy rules;learning;and feedbackcontrol.Whenagents
are forward-looking,the optimal policy involves history dependence,
as advocated by Woodford(1999b).History dependence can internalize the effects of predictablepolicy on private agent expectations.In
general,thereis no unique way of implementingoptimalpolicy.When
the centralbankhas perfectknowledge, many differentpolicy rules can
implementthe optimalequilibrium.However we find that this equivalence breaksdown when thereis imperfectknowledge about the structure of the economy. In particular,the way a policy rule incorporates
history dependence has importantimplicationsfor stabilizationpolicy
when the centralbank's knowledge of the economy is not perfect.We
use the performanceof policy rules under learningas a selection criterion for narrowingdown optimal rules. We find that rules that involve
integralterms are more robust to policy mistakes caused by imprecise
parameterestimates. For example, this class of policy includes rules
that involve price level, which is the integral of inflation.Those rules
automatically"undo"past policy mistakes, while keeping the advantage of history-dependentmonetarypolicy.
It is worth comparingthis robustnessto anotherkind of robustness
proposed by the literatureon robust monetarypolicy, such as Hansen
and Sargent(2003)and Giannoni(2001).Theirapproachexamines the
choices facing a policymakerwho is concernedthat his model may be
misspecifiedbut cannot put a probabilitydistributionover the possible alternativemodels. But crucially,the policy problem examined in
Hansen-Sargentis one in which the policymakercan implement his
policy rule precisely because he does not have to base his policy on
model-based forecasts.In contrast,the policymakerin our paper can
only achieve the optimal policy up to an expectationalerror,which is
persistentdue to the non-rationalnatureof expectationsin our framework. Such errorsare absent from the world of Hansen and Sargent
(2003)and Giannoni (2001)and, therefore,their policymakersdo not
need to be concerned with designing policy in ways that are robust
against them. In practice,of course, most centralbanks use forecasts
from some sort of wrong model to inform policy decisions and we
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believe that the kind of robustnesswe discuss in our paper is also very
important.
It would also be interestingto compareour results with a Bayesian
optimalpolicy under parameteruncertaintyfor forward-lookingmodels. The analysis of optimalpolicy rules under Bayesianmodel averaging is left for future research.However, based on the results shown in
Aoki (2006),we expect that a rule that involves integral terms could
be a good approximationto the optimal Bayesian policy in forwardlooking models. Using a simple New Keynesian model, Aoki (2005)
considersan optimal commitmentpolicy when the bank's information
about the state of the economy is imperfect,while the agents have perfect information.It is shown that an optimal plan makes the current
policy slightly expansionaryif it turns out that the policy in the previous period was too contractionary,and vice versa.In other words, the
optimal policy has the overshooting property,whereby the monetary
authority commits to undo past policy mistakes caused by information problems.Whenprivateagents understandthis overshooting,they
adjusttheirexpectationsand reactless to monetarypolicy mistakes.In
our setting,the rules that involve integraltermshave this overshooting
property.
Therearea numberof ways to extend our analysis.First,we assumed
that all of the variables are observableexcept eytand eni.It would be
more realisticto assume more serious uncertaintyabout some of the
variables,such as potential output. Second, we assumed that the centralbank's model is correctlyspecified, and the centralbank learnsthe
structuralparametersby recursiveleast squares.It would be interesting to change those assumptions. We could consider a case in which
the bank's model is misspecified.Investigationof robustnessof policy
rules under model misspecificationwould be an interestingdirection
to futureresearch.For example, we could consider a case in which the
bank's model includes a backward-lookingPhillips curve, while the
trueinflationdynamicsinvolves forward-lookingbehavior,or viceversa.
Sincethereis lively debateon forward-lookingnessof inflationdynamThird,it
ics, this exercise would be of particularinterest in practice.49
would be interestingto considera case in which the bank estimatesthe
parametersby constant-gainlearning,as in Sargent(1999)and Cho et
al. (2001).Comparedwith least squares learning,constant-gainlearning puts more weight on most recent data, and is suitable for a central bank that suspects there is some kind of structuralchange in the
economy.In this case, when the bank'seconomicmodel is misspecified,
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therewould be a potentialfor escape dynamics,which may behave differentlyunder differentpolicy rules. One could also study how different rules alterthe frequencyand characterof the escape dynamics.
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1. See, for example,Woodford(1999a)and Taylor(1999).
2. Thuswe assumesymmetricinformationthroughoutthe paper.See Section3 for more
discussion.
3. These rules are only optimal under rationalexpectations.They do not capturefully
optimalpolicy underparameteruncertainty.
4. All variablesaremeasuredin percentagedeviationsfromtheirequilibriumvalues in a
steady statewith zero inflation.
5. See Claridaet al. (1999)and Giannoni(2000).
6. Although in a differentcontext,Hansen and Sargent(2003)also assume that private
agents and policymakershave the common model of the economy when they make
robustdecisions.Ourassumptionis similarto theirs.As an alternative,one could assume
thatthe privatesectorprojectionis based on the truemodel (1) and (2),but thatmonetary
policy is credibleandbelievedto be time-invariantin eachpoint in time.Wehave checked
thatour main resultspresentedbelow remainrobustunderthis alternativeassumption.
7. One might thinkthatthe privateagentsshould know crandk becausethose represent
the parametersof their behavioralequations.The underlyingassumptionhere is that,
althougheach agent knows its own o and k, it does not know the values of Gand k of
the otheragents,and theiraveragevalues in the economy.The agents thereforeneed to
estimatethem in orderto make projectionsabout futureaggregateoutput,inflationand
the interestrate.We also assume agents are identical,but agents do not know that they
areall identical.
8. A typicalestimateof P is around0.99quarterly.
9. Specifically,we assumethat
where egtis white-noise unobservablecomponents.Then we define e = e . Similarly,
we define e t = KEyn
t + £ut,where eynt and eut arewhite-noiseunobservablecomponentsof
cost-pushshockand naturaloutput,respectively.
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10. This assumptionis commonly used in the literatureon adaptive learningto avoid
circularitybetween learningand equilibrium.See, for example,Evansand Honkapohja
(2003).
11. FollowingWoodford(2003),the weight is given by 16/^(0/0 ratherthan K(t)/0.Thus
the weight is appropriatewhen inflationis measuredas annualizedpercentchanges.
12. A fully rationalpolicy would be an optimalpolicy problemunder parameteruncertainty and Bayesianlearning. For example, Wieland (2000) studies optimal Bayesian
learningin a simple dynamicmodel.
13. In this case, the weight on the output gap term, 16Ay(f)/k(0 = 16/0 and becomes
constant.As shown in Section5, this is not a generalresult.In general,policy parameters
changeas the estimatedparameterschange.
14. See, for example,Giannoniand Woodford(2002b).
15. Currieand Levine(1987)show thatan optimalcommitmentpolicy can be expressed
in termsof integralof past predeterminedvariables.Herewe interpret(16)as a targeting
rulewhich involves an integraltermof one of the goal variables,namely,n.
16. See, also Giannoni(2000)and Vestin(2006)for the desirabilityof pricelevel targeting
in forward-lookingmodels.
17. See, for example,Claridaet al. (1999),Vestin(2006),Svensson (2003),Svenssonand
Woodford(2004),Woodford(2003).
18. Morespecifically,(17)implementsthe optimalnon-inertialplan discussedin Section
3.1 of Woodford(2003).His model is identicalto the model employedhere.See Woodford
(1999b)and Giannoniand Woodford(2002b)for furtherdiscussionof the optimalnoninertialplan.
19. Model-consistentexpectationsby privateagentsareassumedto keep symmetry.The
existingliteratureon adaptivelearning,such as Bullardand Mitra(2002)and Evansand
Honkapohja(2003),assumes thatagents'expectationsarebased on their"perceivedlaw
of motion."Herewe do not mean to arguethatour approachis moreappropriate.However, our primaryobjectiveis to investigateperformanceof policy rules under central
bank learning,and it is plausibleto assume that the bank'sprojectionis consistentwith
its model.
20. Recently,Preston(2005)argues that it may not be appropriateto use as a representation of aggregatedynamics the log-linearizedIS and Phillips curve equations with
expectationsterms replacedby arbitrarysubjectiveexpectations.He argues that this
"Eulerequationapproach"is consistentwith optimizingbehaviorof agents only when
expectationsare rational(i.e., model-consistent).He arguesthat,even afterexpectations
convergesto rationalexpectations,output (consumption)chosen by the Eulerequation
approachmay remainto be suboptimal.See Evans et al. (2003)for furtherdiscussion.
In our model, expectationsare consistentwith the estimatedmodel. This means that,as
the estimatedmodel convergesto the true model, it is possible to show that the level of
output chosen by (1) and (2), with the expectationtermsgeneratedby (9) and (10),converge to the level consistentwith agents' optimization.As a robustnesscheck,we also
conductedthe same simulationexercisefor an economy in which the privateagents are
endowed with the true economicmodel and the privateexpectationsare based on the
true parametervalues. We confirmedthat the results given in the subsequentsections
remainthe same. This implies that our resultsmainlystem fromcentralbank'slearning
and arerobustto changesin assumptionon privatesectorbehavior.
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21. Weset the initialvalues of the variancesof the estimatesof franda equal to, respectively, 2 * 10~3and 1.5 * 10"4.These are very close to the values, to which the variances
convergeafterapproximately100 periods of recursiveestimation.So, we are effectively
assuminga trainingsampleof 25 years.
22. Our definitionof the demand disturbancesfollows Bernankeand Woodford(1997).
Thatis,

where Gtis Rotembergand Woodford(1997)'sdefinitionof the demand disturbance.If
we assume that Gtfollows an AR(1)process with autoregressiveroot 0.92, it is easily
shown thatgt also follows an AR(1)processwith the same autoregressiveroot.
23. The estimatein Giannoni(2001)is cr1insteadof <7.We invertedthe upper bound of
his a~l.
24. The simulationresultsnot reportedin the text are availablefrom the authorsupon
request.
25. Specifically,these are the standarddeviations of the innovationsin the processes
~ GJand Et_2Yst
Woodford'sdemandand supply
where Gtand YstareRotembergE,_2[G/+i
disturbances.This is becausetheirstructuralequationscoincidewith our simplermodel
only when conditionedon informationavailabletwo periodsearlier.
26. However,this does not imply that the bank can identify the structuralparameters
immediatelyin our simulation,as recursiveestimationis given by (5) and (6).
27. Again,those resultsareavailablefromthe authorsupon request.
28. See Claridaet al. (1999),Giannoni(2000)and Vestin(2006).
29. Becausethe benefit of the optimal history-dependentrule derives from its ability
to improve the output/inflation trade-off,the volatility of cost-push shocks will matter greatlyfor welfarecomparisons.Therefore,even under learning,sufficientlyvolatile
cost-pushshockswill mean thatOHDPdominatesnon-inertialpolicy.
30. Those are impulse responsesto a ten basis point innovationto cost-pushshock and
demandshock.
31. In Figures 1-2, the economy starts with initial values of K(t)and a(t) used in the
stochasticsimulation.Those chartsalso show the "policymistakes"that are discussed
in Section4.2.
32. Propertiesof the impulse responsesto supply shock are similarto those of demand
shock.Herewe focus our discussionon demandshock.
33. Forthe recentdiscussionof this concept,see Blinder(1998)and Woodford(1999b).
34. Wefind thatthe speed of learningaboutparametersis ratherslow, althoughthe estimated parametersconvergeto their true values. Therefore,the assumptionof constant
o(t) and K(t)is not a bad approximationwhen we are thinkingaboutthe implicationsof
quarterlymonetarypolicy mistakesfor economicfluctuations.In orderto save space,we
do not reportthe speed of learning,but it is availableupon request.
= 0.
35. Also, we continueto assume e t = exJt

= l6k/e.
36. HereXy
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37. See, for example,Franklinet al. (2002).
38. Also, we keep assumingthateyt= ent= 0.
39. As K(t)and a{t) become close to their true values, the behaviorof the benchmark
economybecomeclose to this simplifiedmodel.
40. Herewe assume thatthe economyis in the steady stateat time t-\.
41. In our calibration,A, is given by 0.87, implying substantialpolicy-inducedpersistence. Persistencecan be even higher under higher output-gapweights in the welfare
function.ForexampleA,tends to unity when Aytends to infinity.
42. In fact, our numericalresults suggest that this channel is more importantthan the
traditionalchannelwhich relieson exploitingthe time-seriespropertiesof the monetary
policy mistakes.Our simulated policy mistake series had relativelysimilar variances
across the three policy rules. Fromthis we concluded that in our framework,it is the
forward-lookingnature of the model that is driving the benefits of implementingthe
optimalpolicy by integralcontrolmethods.
43. Orphanidesand Williams(2004) show that econometriclearning makes a strong
responseto inflationdeviationsmuch more importantthan under rationalexpectations.
The paper shows that a weak response to inflationwhen agents are learningcan lead
to near unit root behavior in inflationand the output gap in a small macroeconomic
model.
44. See Giannoni(2000)for this point.
45. Woodford(2003)argues that the threatof hitting the zero lower bound may be an
alternativemotivationfor an interestratevariabilityobjectivefor the centralbank.
46. Thisvalue is based on a model of nonseparableutilitybetween money balancesand
consumption.Such an assumptionwill complicatethe model by introducingan interest
rate term in the marginalcost functionwithout changingthe qualitativenatureof our
results.So, forthe sakeof simplicity,we decidedto maintainour assumptionof separable
utility.
47. Indeed,our simulationresultsshow that imperfectknowledge of the model parameter affectsthe price level targetingrule only marginally.The welfareloss becomesmarginally larger.
48. See, for example,Fuhrer(1997)and Galland Gertler(1999).
49. See, for example,Fuhrer(1997)and Galiand Gertler(1999).
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Comment
Fabio Canova, ICREA-UniversitatPompeuFabra,CREI,AMeN, and CEPR

The paper is, in many ways, interesting and refreshing.The authors
should be congratulatedfor the clearness of their exposition, for the
numerous referencesthat help to put the paper into perspective, for
interpretingtheir unexpected results using interesting insights borrowed fromthe optimalcontrolliteratureand,in general,forhelping the
readernot actively working in the field to measurethe value added of
theirresearch.Thework adds a realisticconnotation(lackof knowledge
of the parameters)to a basicnew-Keynesianmodel which has become a
workhorsein monetaryeconomics.It also highlightsan importanttradeoff (betweenpolicy mistakesinto optimal decisions) that was missing
from the previous literature.Both of these are welcome contributions.
However,the authorswork with a setup thathas dubious empiricalrelevance. Furthermore,the assumed deviation fromfully rationalbehavior is so severe that it is not clear whether their results hold in setups
where agents learn (even slowly) from theirmistakes.
I will divide my comments into three parts. First,I will give a brief
summary of what I consider the most interestingcontributionsof the
paper.I will then highlight why the results,although interesting,have
little empirical relevance for the way actual monetary policy is conducted. Finally,in the thirdpart,I will suggest some extensions/alterations which, on the one hand, are likely to bring more realism to the
constructionand, on the other, may open up interesting avenues of
research.Some of these suggestions could in principle alter some of
the results that the optimal monetary policy literaturehas derived in
highly stylized and simplifiedsetups and turnaroundsome of the conventionalwisdoms now maintainedin policy circles.
None of what follows should deterfromthe factthatthe authorshave
done an excellentjob in working out the details of theirexerciseand in
explainingwhy theirresultsdifferfrom those in the existing literature.
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Summary

This paper examines the welfare consequencesof certainpolicy rules,
which were found to be optimal when the parametersof the model
are known to both agents and the CentralBank,in a setup where the
parametersare actually unknown and the CentralBank learns about
their location using least square techniques. Given the difficulty in
defining optimaltime-consistentactionswhen learningtakesplace, the
authorstake a shortcutand examine outcomes obtainedin an environment where decisions are taken conditionalon the currentestimate of
the parameters,which is assumed to be time invariant,and supposed to
last forever.Therefore,as pointed out in the paper,therearetwo importantdeviationsfromfull optimality.First,the Centralbankis not Bayesian in its learningscheme and treatsthe unobservableestimationerror
as if they were zero at all times. Second,privateagents don't know and
never learn that the CentralBank is ignorantabout the parametersof
the model. The setup used, while consistentwith the so-called "anticipated utility" framework,creates a great deal of schizophreniain the
economy- private agents believe currentpolicy is credible and since
they never realize that policy will be changed in the futureare systematicallywrong in their actions;the Centralbank decides a time invariant optimal plan supposed to be valid up to the infinite future using
currentestimates of the parameters,thereforesystematicallycheating
privateagents (and itself).Tosomeone like me, who is primarilya consumer of this literature,this seems a big leap away froma fully rational
setup. However, since both authors have some Central Bank experience, they may be better aware than I am about the games played by
CentralBanks and private financialmarkets in the real world. All in
all, one could take this as a computationallysimple benchmarkagainst
which to compareothertypes of deviationsfromfully rationalbehavior
to be analyzed in futurework.
The results derived in this paper are simple and clear cut. When the
central bank has perfect knowledge of the environment,a monetary
policy that is optimal from a timeless perspective involves history
dependence. That is, deviations of certain variables from their target
values are fedbackinto the rule. Such rules are optimal since, as mentioned in the paper,they internalizethe effectthatcentralpolicy actions
have on private expectations,which in turn affect both currentinflation and the output gap. Historydependencecan be implementedvia a
rule like (15) or a price level targetingrule like (16).Clearly,such rules
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dominate from the welfare point of view rules like (17), which do not
have this history dependent feature.
When information is less than perfect, Central banks make mistakes
in estimating the inputs of the policy equation - in particular, they
misrepresent the natural real rate of interest. These mistakes feed into
agents' expectations and propagate to the economy driving the economy away from optimality. It turns out that in this setup the rule represented by equation (15) has more undesirable effects than the rule
represented by equation (16), the reason being that the integral terms
appearing in the price targeting rule, feed the policy mistakes back into
the rule and lead to a more effective internalization of the estimation
errors, primarily when the shocks driving the economy are persistent.
This central result is shown to be robust against the introduction of two
additional features in the model, i.e., interest variability in the Central
Bank objective function and inflation inertia.
Although the authors do not comment on this point, the results may
have important policy implications. When uncertainty in the economy
is pervasive, a Wickselian rule (16) is preferable from a welfare point
of view to the rule (15) because it eliminates the negative effects that
policy mistakes have on the economy while keeping the history dependent feature of monetary policy. Perhaps to those who are into optimal
control theory this is not surprising, but for central bankers I believe the
insight is important. Whenever uncertainty is dominant and /or information is scant, which is probably the rule rather than the exception, it is
important to select rules that automatically correct for policy mistakes if
the welfare of consumers is an important concern of central bankers.
2. Is the Exercise Relevant?

I have doubts that this is the case. I have already mentioned my hesitation about the "anticipatedutility" frameworkused in the paper. I
doubt I am the only one who feels uncomfortablewith it. In the next
section,I will give some suggestions on how to reducesuch worries.In
general,one would like to know whether the conclusions of the paper
are still valid in setups that are less extreme, from the point of view
of the informationavailableto agents, than the one consideredin this
paper.Apartfromthis, thereis a much more fundamentalreasonwhy I
think the resultsof this paper are not very useful to policymakers.
The frameworkof analysisused is a standardNew-Keynesianmodel
comprised of three equations, a log linearized Euler equation (the
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so-called expectationalIS equation), a loglinearized law of motion of
inflation (the expectationalPhilips curve) and a rule for the central
bank decisions. While such a model seasoned with various spices
pervasively pops up in academic and policy papers, its empirical
appeal is limited.As a consequence,the relevanceof the exercisesconducted in this paper is hampered by the failure of the model to capture importantaspects of the data. I want to stress that this is the case
regardlessof whether (2) includes or excludes inflationinertiafrom the
specification.
Inparticular,the ISequationhas been repeatedlyrejectedas a description of the relationshipbetween consumptiongrowth and the real rate
both in its nonlinearor loglinearizedversions. In the model used here
there is no intertemporalreal link so that consumptionis forced to be
identical to output, period by period, but even in this case the pricing
kernel is insufficientlyvolatile to produce a relationshipthat matches
the variabilityof the real rate.The evidence on the Philips curve equation (2) is slightly more mixed but, as I will argue below, formal evidence is hardly supportive of the specificationand this is true using
data for many countriesand differentestimationtechniques.
In Table 1 I report estimates of the parametersof these two equations using alternativetechniques,data sets and definitionof variables.
In particular,I present estimates obtained when inflation is measured
using GDP deflator or the CPI index; when the Phillips curve is estimated separately or jointly with the log-linearized Euler equation;
when a just identified or an overidentifyingGMM estimatoris used;
when the structureimposed in the paper is used to simulate data for
the nonobservablecost push and demand pull shocks (in which case
a indirectinferenceprinciple is used to estimate the parameters)and,
finally,when data for the U.S., UK and Germanyare used (the sample
covers 1970:1-2002:4for the U.S. and 1980:1-2002:4for the other two
countries).
The results appear to be very robust to all these changes:estimates
of the discount factor for U.S. data are very close to one and at times
exceed one; estimates of k are tiny and insignificantlydifferentfrom
zero while estimates of the risk aversion parametershave the wrong
sign and this is true regardlessof whether we fix the discount factoror
not. Note that a chi-squaretest rejectsthe two equationspecificationfor
U.S. data at any level of significance.The resultsfor the othertwo countries are less stable acrossspecificationsbut in both cases estimatesof k
are insignificantand often have the wrong sign. All in all, the model for
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inflationis roughly a random walk in all countrieswhile the so-called
dynamic IS curve implies risk-lovingbehavior,a result with little economic appeal.
I could add to this that if estimates of the three parameterswe reobtainedtrying to match as close as possible the variabilityof the output gap and inflation,similarlyperverseestimates of the risk aversion
parameter(and at times of k)would be obtained.
Incidentally,the tagged-onshockgthas an interpretationthatdoes not
necessarilyfit with the analysis conducted in the paper.In fact, unless
this shocks comes out of mismeasuringthe variablesof the equationsit
cannotbe persistentlyand positively seriallycorrelated.If it represents
a utility shifter (for example, a preferencedisturbanceor exogenous
government expenditure producing utility services for consumers) it
must enter in the same way as yt in the equation (i.e.,gt = E(eM)- e(t)).
Hence, unless preferenceor government disturbancesare highly serially correlatedin growth rates, the correlationof gt is probablynegative. Similarly,the cost push shock uthas an unclearinterpretationsince
(2) it does not follow from any standardmaximizationproblemwhere
firmschoose to change prices in a Calvo way.
3. Some Suggestions
There are a number of alterationswhich could, in my opinion, make
the frameworkof analysis more appealing. The first one concernsthe
benchmarkused for comparison.Whileit is clearthat the firsttwo rules
are optimal in an environmentwith perfectinformation,all threerules
are suboptimalin a world with imperfectinformation.Hence, it is hard
to evaluate the absolute"size"of the losses of variouspolicies (arethey
significantlydifferentfrom an economic point of view?). One obvious
benchmarkwould be to find what the optimal policy is under the particular imperfectinformationsetup used in the paper. This is clearly
complicatedsince it may involve BayesianKalmanfiltering and possibly time dependence of policy parameters.However, such an exercise should be feasiblein an alternativesetup where agents learnabout
CentralBankpolicy parametersand the CentralBanklearnsabout private agent decisions.The problemin that case would be reducedto the
one of finding a fix point to the various mapping and the recentwork
of Bacchettaand Van Wincoop (2004)could help in that respect. One
other interestingbenchmarkwould be a (clearly)suboptimalbut easily implementablerule (e.g., Taylortype rule). Once we have two such
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benchmarksit becomeseasierto evaluateif the welfaredifferencein the
two history dependent rules is economicallylarge and significant.
It would also be interesting to robustify the analysis to the omission/mismeasurementof importantvariables.Forexample, the rule in
(15) involves first differencesin the output gap. What would happen
if a centralbank uses a rule where only the lagged output gap enters,
for example, because currentGDP data is unavailable?What if only a
proxy of the output gap exists?These are not simply academiccuriosities. Delays in data collections and unobservabilityof the output gap
(ys- y"s)make the rules used unfeasible.In general,policy rules which
are a functionof nonobservableshave serious disadvantagesand leave
policymakerswith a set of nice prescriptionsthat are impossible to
implement.
Anotherexercisethat can give useful informationabout the welfare
effects of various rules would involve calculating local derivatives
(around the calibratedpoints). Such derivatives would tell quantitatively how welfare changes when e.g., a t, o t are large (we can guess
thatthe costs may be much largerif these parametersarelargerbecause
learningwill be slower,but by how much?).Such exercisesare easy to
do using Monte Carlo techniques or simply calculating approximate
elasticitiesof welfarewith respectto the relevantparameters.
Thereare also two extensions that would bring realismto the analysis. First,it would be interestingto see what would be the outcome of
the simulation exercises when the CentralBank has less information
than private agents. Such a frameworkcould give a betterperspective
on the consequences that policy mistakes have on the economy and
how destabilizingthey could be.
Second, I would allow some parametersto switch over time. Much
of the currentempirical literaturestudies the switches in the process
for inflationand output,especiallycomparingthe 1960sand 1970swith
the 1980sand 1990s,and attemptsto find a link between policy changes
and the changes in persistence and volatility of these two series (see
e.g., Cogley and Sargent2003).Whatwould happen to the timeless history dependent rules in this setup? How persistentwould policy mistakes be? What kind of rules allow flexibilityin adapting to structural
changes? All these questions are crucial from the policymakerpoint
of view and researchin the area can clearly help to guide choices in
an environmentwhere not only learning but structuralchanges take
place.
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Finally, one should note that given a model, uncertainty about
parametersis typically small. The most relevantsource of uncertainty
concernsthe structureof the model. A Bayesianframeworkis a natural
setup to addressthe questionof model uncertainty.In fact,suppose that
g(Al), ; = 1, 2, . . . , J is the prior on model ;, g(a\ My)is the prior for the
parametersof model;, and/(y Ia\ M.)is the likelihood of the data. The
posteriormean for any continuousfunctionh(a) of the parameterswill
be a weighted averageof [h(a) Iy,M] with weights given by g(M.Iy), the
posteriorprobabilityof model;'.Robustnessin this case implies averaging over models and parametersvalues. Therefore,when model uncertaintyis specifiedin a hierarchicalway, one would choose to work with
one model only under very special and restrictivecircumstances.
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This paper analyzes the performanceof three kinds of monetarypolicy rules when the central bank and private agents learn the parameter values of a model using least squares regressions on historical
data. The basic set up is a Calvo-style staggered price model without
capital accumulation.In versions of such models without learning,an
extensive literaturehas attempted to analyze the properties of various policy rules. This literaturehas argued that two types of rules are
optimal: a so-called "history-dependentrule" and a so-called "pricelevel targeting" rule. Under the history dependent rule, interest
rates are chosen so that inflation turns out to depend on both
currentand lagged output. (More precisely,inflation depends on the
deviations of current and lagged output from their natural levels.)
Under the price level targeting rule, interest rates are chosen so that
the price level turns out to depend on the deviation of currentoutput
from its naturallevel alone. Both types of "rules"turn out to produce
the same equilibriumoutcome. A third type of "rule"which has also
been discussed in the literatureis a "non-inertial"rule under which
inflationis a functionof the deviationof currentoutput fromits natural
level.
Aoki and Nikolov ask how such rules performwhen the centralbank
does not know the true values of the parametersand learns them over
time using least squaresregressions.They find thatpricelevel targeting
performsbest and the history dependent rule, the worst. They relate
their findings to a controltheory literatureon feedbackcontrolin decision-theoreticenvironments.This literatureargues that policies should
feed back on the integralof past deviations of outcomes fromexpected
outcomes.Aoki and Nikolov persuasivelyargue that price level targeting is desirablebecause it has this featurewhile the history dependent
rule tends to cumulateerrors.
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The general issue studied in this paper is surely an importantone
and the authors,in general,do a fine job of execution.I found the arguments for integral control to be thoughtful and persuasive. I am less
convinced that the particulardirection for thinking about monetary
policy that this paper, and indeed the large recent literaturethat this
paper builds on is the right directionfor the profession.In this discussion, I raise three types of questions. The first question is whether the
underlying sticky price model is convincing. The second question is
whether the welfarecriterionused in the model makes sense. The third
question is whether the learningmethod used in this paper as well as
in a large relatedliteraturemakes sense.
1. Critiques of Calvo Style Models
The standard Calvo-style staggered pricing model is a differentiated
goods model as in Dixit Stiglitz. In each period, with probabilitya, a
firmis allowed to change its prices.Withprobability1 - a, the firmcannot changeits price.Theprobabilityof being allowed to changeits price
is independent across firms. This formulationimplies that for many
periods following, say, a monetary shock, some firms in each period
have prices far away from their desired prices.As a consequence,their
output levels are far away from the desired output levels. This feature
of the model implies that monetarypolicy is nonneutralfor many periods following a shock and thus monetarypolicy has a substantialinfluence on the dynamics of output.
Twocritiqueshave been leveled againstthis type of model, an empirical critiqueand a theoreticalcritique.The empiricalcritiqueis based
on the importantand influentialwork of Bils and Klenow (2003),who
used detailed data fromthe Bureauof LaborStatistics(BLS)at the level
of retailtransactionsto show that 20 percentof all firms change prices
every month and that half of all prices are changed roughly every four
months.These observationsimply that in a calibratedCalvo model, the
value of oris quite small and thus monetarypolicy is unlikely to be very
potent. The BLS data also show that relative price variability across
goods is very high even though average inflation rates in the sample
are around three percent a year. Specifically,the data show that, conditional on raising prices, the mean price increaseis about ten percent
and conditional on lowering prices, the mean price decrease is about
nine percent.The Calvo model simply cannotproducethis kind of relative price variability.
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Thetheoreticalcritiqueis due to Golosov and Lucas(2004).Theyconstructa model in which firms face a fixed cost of changing prices and
face idiosyncraticshocks. They show that a calibratedversion of this
model produces dramaticallyless persistence in output to monetary
shocks than a Calvo model calibratedto the same mean duration of
price changes.The reasonis that in theirmodel, the firmsmost likely to
change prices are those far away from their desired prices.This feature
implies that the output response to monetary shocks is substantially
lower than in an analogous Calvo model. The model effectively ends
up resembling a flexible price model much more than a sticky price
model. A reasonableconjectureis that in termsof the model's response
to other shocks, the details of a monetary policy feedback rule matters much less than in a Calvo model. I have always viewed the Calvo
model with its featurethat some fractionof firmssimply cannotchange
prices as a convenient modeling device that allows us to model price
stickinessand as a rough approximationto a more elaboratemodel in
which it is costly to change prices. Golosov and Lucas' analysis suggests that it is a poor approximation.
2. A Critique of the Welfare Criterion

This paper,like many in the literature,uses the timeless perspectiveto
solve for optimalmonetarypolicy.I am not convincedthatthis perspective is a useful way to thinkaboutpolicy.I begin by describingthe timeless perspective in a well understood model of optimal fiscal policy.
Consider an infinite-horizonmodel with a representativehousehold
which values a single nonstorableconsumption good, ct and dislikes
laborlt.The household's preferencesare given by zpiU{ct,l)where p is
the discount factor and U is the period utility function. Laboris used
to produce the consumptiongood as well as governmentconsumption
g, which is assumed to be constantover time. The technology for producing private and governmentconsumptionis of the form ct+ g = lt.
Revenues to financegovernmentconsumptionmust be raised through
proportionaltaxes on labor income, denoted by rtand by issuing one
period government debt bMwhich matures in period t + 1 and has a
price of qrThe initialstock of governmentdebt b0is given. In formulating the household's problem, it is convenient to think of government
policy as including the choice of prices as well so that I will think of
= (rt, qt).
governmentpolicy as <pt
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The representativehousehold's problemis

Mixjr/m(c,,i,)
t=o
subjectto
c,+fc,+1<(l-r,)/,+RA
and the usual non-negativityand no-Ponzi game constraints.The firstorderconditionsfor this problemare the budget constraintand
ucjt= K
Unt=Xt(l-Tt)

qtXt= pXt+l
where Xtis the Lagrange multiplier on the budget constraint.Then
we can write the resulting allocationsxt = (<Vh' fy+i)as functions of
At).We can now exploit a
At)and XM= h{bt,<j)t,
(bt,<j)t,
At).Letxt = d(bt,</>t,
device due to Kydland and Prescott(1980)to set up the government's
policy problemin a recursiveform. They show that the optimal policy
under commitmentfor the benevolent governmentcan be written for
all £> 1 as
'
(1)
v(b,X)= Maxx^ {U(c,I)+ pv(b\ A )}
subjectto
x = d(b,q>,X)
X = h(b,<p,X)
and

g + b<rn + qb''.
Let 0(fr,X)denote the solution to this problem.
The date zero problemis
+ pv{b\Kj\
bAaxXi,xx,{U{c,l)
subjectto
Z = d(b,<p,X)
and

g + b<rn + qb'.
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Thatis, the policy problemat date zero imposes no restrictionon Ao
Let (po(bQ)
denote the policy that solves this problem and let MP0)
denote the resultingmarginalutility of consumptionat date zero. One
way of thinkingabout the timeless perspectiveis that it imposes a constrainton initial debt. This constraintis

= kbo,Mbo)).
<t>o(bo)
Thatis the timeless perspectiverequirethe governmentat date zero
to solve the same problemas governmentsat t > 1 solve in the Kydland
and Prescottformulationand the stock of governmentdebt is initially
chosen to be just the right amount so that the Kydland-Prescottformulation and the timeless perspectivegive the same solution.
Stated in this fashion, it is now apparentthat the restrictionon government debt is completely arbitrary.Why should the initial stock of
debt be chosen to be exactly the "right"amount?Whatis the natureof
optimal policy if this additional constraintis not satisfied?These are
questions that users of the timeless perspectiveneed to answer before
we can regardit as a useful tool to think about policy problems.It is
certainly true that the Kydland-Prescottformulationis a clever way
of computing optimal allocations.It is also true that if we forced governments to solve a problem like the one in (1) at all dates t > 1, they
would implement the solution to the problem under commitment.It
does seem like quite a leap, however,to go fromthis mechanicaldevice
to the argumentthat the timeless perspectiveallows us to have sequential decision-makingby the governmentwithout having to face all the
usual time-inconsistencyproblemsof governmentpolicy.
3. A Critique of Least Squares Learning

Aoki and Nikolov use a now traditionalformulationof optimal policy under learning.Under this formulation,in each period, the policy
maker uses least squares regressions to form estimates of the mean
value of parametersabout which the policy makeris uncertain.Policy
is computed under the assumption that in the currentand all future
periods the parameterswill be at theirmean values. The privateagents
arealso assumed to behave in a similarfashion.In the following period,
parametersare re-estimatedand a new policy is chosen. I am at a loss
to understand what this procedure is supposed to capture. Is there
any evidence that policy makersin practiceuse such a procedure.My
own reading is that neither policy makers nor private agents use any
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learningproceduresthat are remotelyclose to such a procedure.Thatis
not to say that, in practice, such decision makers are the shrewd
Bayesianagents we typicallyput into our models. If we are to make adhoc assumptions about learning mechanisms,it behooves us to bring
evidence to bear for the particularform of irrationalitywe impose. Barring such evidence and given that there is a continuum of ways to be
irrationalbut only one way to be rational,Occam's Razor principles
suggest that we should model policy makers and private agents as
Bayesiandecision makers.Of course, aficionadosof arbitrarylearning
mechanismsdislike this approach.Bayesianlearningis exponentialand
thus, in most models, agents learnthe true parametersvery quickly.
Evenwithin the contextof least squareslearning,I am uncomfortable
with Aoki and Nikolov's assumptionthat the policy makerand the private agents resolutelyignore the fact that they will change policy in the
futurein calculatingoptimal policy today.
Let me concludeby saying that the paper,nevertheless,has one very
useful message. Thatmessage is the value of feedbackrules thatcorrect
for the sum or integralof past policy mistakes.Thatfeatureof optimal
policy is surely robustand the paper makes a powerful and persuasive
argumentthat price level targetingrules have such integralcontrolfeatures.
Note
I thank the National Science Foundationfor support. The views expressed herein are
mine and not necessarilythose of the FederalReserveBankof Minneapolisor the Federal
ReserveSystem.
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